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Population Structure and Genetic Disorders
Seventh Sigrid Juselius Foundation Symposium.
Edited by A W Eriksson et al. (Pp xvii + 690;
figures + tables. £55. 00, $126 50.) London:
Academic Press. 1980.

This book, while it came into being as a result of a
three day symposium, represents far more than a
simple summary of conference proceedings. In effect
the meeting was the first international symposiuLm
on population genetics of isolates. Many leading
figures contribute. In his opening remarks, Bertel
von Bonsdorff describes an isolate as the most
wonderful thing beside banana flies and twins that a
geneticist can dream of. The book does not make
light reading but is a valuable source of reference to
methods which may be applied in population
genetics as well as providing some beautiful thumb-
sketch descriptions of rare disorders. It is divided
into five sections: (1) Genetic and demographic
structure of populations; (2) Recent developments
in methodology; (3) Hereditary disorders in human
populations; (4) Aland, a case study (the conference
took place in Mariehamn on the Aland Islands in
August 1978); (5) Rare hereditary diseases and
markers in Finland.
Derek Roberts shows from his work on Tristan

da Cunha how inbreeding and founder effects, as
well as sudden reductions in effective population
size (for example, caused by accident), may con-
tribute to an increase in congenital and genetic
defects in small isolates. Bonne-Tamir writes
fascinatingly on one of the oldest and purest
isolates known, the Samaritans, who in 1978
numbered about 500. Eighty-four percent of mar-
riages take place between first or second cousins
and co-existence of two separate autosomal recessive
diseases in the same family is not uncommon.
Dendograms based on blood group, enzyme, and
HLA frequencies show how very different they are
to the surrounding Arabs and to Jews from many
countries. N E Morton writes about how helpful a
knowledge of the history of an isolate may be. In
many countries a fusion of the history and genetics
is still feasible. Genealogical study is most likely to
help in the study of the period between 100 and 300
years ago. In a characteristically mathematical
treatment a method of resolving carrier founders
where genealogy is incomplete is given. Morton
concludes that kinship measures play a central role

in the application of genetics to history and epi-
demiology, including genetic counselling. In dealing
with the language, genes, and people of the Pacific,
Kirk explodes Heyerdahl's theory of the population
of the central Pacific having arisen in South
America. Archeological, botanical, and cultural
factors overwhelmingly favour progressive colonisa-
tion from sources in south-east Asia.

Frants and Eriksson describe separator isoelectric
focusing as a method of identifving subtypes of
cxz-antitrypsin M phenotype. The technique involves
creation of a plateau in the pH gradient, allowing
one to expand a focuLsing area of interest. They
present pl subtyping by this method of some of the
population of the Aland Archipelago. Julia Bodmer
provides an HLA update including --DR sub-
typing of 24 populations. She discusses linkage
disequilibrium and how much more informative
this may be than antigens examined separately. John
Edwards expands on this theme by discussing
allelic associations. How active or passive are such
associations? Edwards shows mathematically that
spartan uniform selection has been in play.
No book on isolates would be complete without

a chapter by Victor McKusick on the Amish. A
lower incidence of cervical cancer, despite the males
being uncircumcised, he postulates as being due to
sociosexual chasteness and isolation, possibly with
a precipitating infectious agent never introduced.
The Aland Archipelago has been intensixely

studied with most of the tools available to the
population geneticist. Von Willebrand's disease,
first described in these islands, is dealt with at
length. More than 3000 kin have been traced
genealogically. Eriksson, describing longitudinal
studies on the families, stresses how clinical severity
and laboratory features may vary widely between
families. A historical review of Von Willebrand's
original family shows a pedigree of 30 individuals
including photographs of all but two.

In the index, which is clear and concise, there are
1981 entries of various, mainly single gene, disorders.
The majority of these entries are described in
excellent thumb-sketch detail in the sections on
Aland and Finland. Various eye disorders are
particularly well described.
By its nature the book contains a good deal of

repetition, particularly as each author makes out
the case for his having been an ideal isolate for
study. Nevertheless, each author has written at first
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hand and this adds great immediacy to the de-
scriptions of methodology and of the medical
conditions. The book is compulsory reading for
anyone planning a population genetic study.

MAURTCE SUPER

Bioregulators of Reproduction
Edited by G Jagiello and H J Vogel. (Pp xxv + 584;
figures + tables. £39-40.) New York, London:
Academic Press. 1981.

Advances in reproductive biology are so rapid that
by the time any book is published most of its
contents are out of date. However, this book has
contributions by distinguished authors. It has a
foreword by R V Short which attracts attention to
the most interesting biological events, such as the
effect of light and the role of the pineal gland in
reproduction and the contraceptive effect of
lactation.
The book covers most aspects of reproduction,

with chapters on sex differentiations and deter-
minations, germ cell production, and fertilisation
and post-fertilisation. Unfortunately, some aspects
of in vitro fertilisation, which interest the reviewer,
are out of date. We now know that pregnancy can
be achieved successfully following stimulation of
ovulation, and the success of in vitro fertilisation
and implantation can be maximised by incubation
of the pre-ovulatory oocyte 4 to 6 hours before
sperm introduction, and finally pregnancy can be
achieved by transferring embryos as early pro-
nuclei development or even before that.
The chapter on interspecific fertilisation raises

the question of reliability of zona free hampster egg
assay in predicting the sperm function in vivo.
However, this assay has a potential place in repro-
ductive research and may have a great clinical
value in the near future.
The book is well written and recommended.

0 DJAHANBAKHCH

Diagnosis of Organic Acidemias by Gas Chromato-
graphy-Mass Spectrometry
Laboratory and Research Methods in Biology and
Medicine. Volume 6. By S I Goodman and S P
Markey. (Pp xi + 158; figures + tables. £19*10,
DM 84.) New York: Liss. 1981.

The organic acidaemias may seem to many to be
rare esoteric disorders but there is little doubt that
they are more common than is generally realised.
They may present in many ways and treatment can

be very successful provided the diagnosis is made
early. There are few simple diagnostic tests and in
almost all cases it is necessary to examine the urine
organic acids by gas liquid chromatography using
mass spectrometry to identify any unknown peaks.
Because of the importance of the analytical methods
it is highly desirable for all those concerned with
these disorders to have a basic understanding of
these techniques. All too often there is a gap between
the clinician and the biochemist which this book
aims to bridge.

In the first chapter the analysis of the 'acid
fraction' of urine using gas chromatography and
mass spectrometry is explained with particular
emphasis on the latter. In the second the organic
acidaemias are described individually. The pattern
of metabolites in the urine in each disorder is covered
fully with useful discussion about those compounds
that may be detected in more than one disorder. In
the appendices full details of the laboratory methods
of gas chromatography are given together with the
retention times and mass spectra of many com-
pounds that are commonly encountered.
The authors do, however, gloss over some impor-

tant difficulties. They list the indications for screen-
ing for these disorders in just one paragraph with
little discussion. Mental retardation is not men-
tioned and "acute disease of infancy" is one indi-
cation which, even when qualified "especially when
associated with metabolic acidosis or hyperam-
monemia" is too vague. The numerous difficulties of
interpretation ofchromatograms are discussed rather
superficially. For example, the significance of small
quantities of compounds that are not usually
present in the urine but which may be present,
albeit in larger quantities, in organic acidaemias is
not covered. Maple syrup urine disease does not
receive a mention and the discussion about lactic
acidoses is inadequate even for this short book
since it is a common problem in clinical practice.

In the details of the laboratory aspects the authors
quite rightly described their preferred methods but
they clearly come from a laboratory with excellent
facilities for mass spectrometry. For many labora-
tories such facilities are still not immediately
available and for the initial identification of com-
pounds they have to rely on comparing the retention
times using two columns with different properties.
Unfortunately the two columns listed in the appen-
dices are not sufficiently different to be of any value
for this purpose.

Despite these criticisms this is a useful book and
would certainly provide a sound introduction to
anyone wishing to find out more about the disorders.

J V LEONARD
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